Stellar Phoenix
Windows Data Recovery
Regain Your Lost Data

New generation Phoenix recovery tool helps you regain your lost documents, emails, photos, music and videos after almost all instances of data loss.

Features
- It is simple - DIY (Do It Yourself) recovery tool
- Recover LOST Documents, Emails, Photos & Video
- Recover from Internal - External STORAGE DEVICES
- Recover DELETED Files & Folders
- Recover from FORMATTED Volumes & Partitions
- Compatible with Windows 8 and former versions

Special Features

Deleted File Recovery
Easily recover accidently or deliberately deleted files even after emptying recycle bin. The New Generation tool is enabled with an Advanced Scan Engine and supports FAT, NTFS or exFAT based volumes or partitions.

Quick Recovery
Efficiently recover data from volume that have inaccessible files or folders. Performs a quick scan to get back lost data.

Advanced Recovery
Phoenix Advanced Scan searches entire hard drive & every bit of information to give you comprehensive results. Use this feature if you do not see your files after quick scan.

Raw Recovery
Phoenix Raw Recovery feature helps you to recover data from any specific file type from your media. Use this option for highly corrupt volumes.

Optical Media Recovery
This new module is more powerful in recovering data from scratched, corrupt or partially burnt optical media like CD, DVD, Blu-Ray Discs. Now recover files with original file names & folder structure.

Photo Recovery
New built in module helps you recover lost photos & videos from mobile phones, cameras, camcorders & corrupt memory cards. Regain your memories from all kind of memory cards including SD card, Micro SD card, CF card, Mobiles, Memory Cards, USB Sticks and external hard drives. It supports variety of image & video formats.

Search Lost Volume
Now search and recover data even after volume is accidentally deleted or gets corrupt after a virus attack.

Image Drive & Clone Drive
Now you can create an image file of the volume you are recovering or make an exact replica of the affected media.

Drive Stat
Helps you diagnose problems related to hard disk.
Stellar Phoenix
Mac Data Recovery
Recover Your Lost Data from Mac OS
Recover your lost, deleted files, photos, music, videos and folders after almost all instances of data loss.

Features
- Recovers lost & deleted files & volumes
- Advanced Scanning Engine now 20% faster.
- Scans all Known & Unknown file types
- Fully supports > 2TB Hard Drive
- Supports: 10.8 Mountain Lion, 10.7 Lion, 10.6 Snow Leopard, 10.5 Leopard, 10.4 Tiger

Stellar Phoenix
Unix Recovery
Recover Your Lost Data from Unix OS
Recover your lost or deleted Unix Data from SCO OpenServer, SCO UnixWare, Sun Solaris, BSD & HP UNIX based volumes.

Features
- Recovers your lost files, directories and disk volumes
- Recovers from SCSI, SATA, EIDE and IDE disks
- Option to save recovered data to another hard drive, USB, or Zip drive
- Supports: SCO OpenServer, SCO UnixWare, Sun Solaris, BSD, HP UNIX

Stellar Phoenix
Linux Recovery
Recover Your Lost Data from Linux OS
Recover your lost, or deleted data from Ext4, Ext3, Ext2, FAT32, FAT16, and FAT12 file system based volumes.

Features
- Easy to Use, simple interface
- Recovers files, folders, directories, and hard drive volumes
- Recovers from SCSI, SATA, EIDE, and IDE
- Supports: Red Hat, SUSE, Debian, Caldera, Mandrake, Sorceres, Turbo Linux, Slackware, Gentoo

Stellar Phoenix
Novell Recovery
Recover Your Lost Data from Novell OS
Recover your lost, or deleted Novell data from NSS or NWFS file system based volumes.

Features
- Recovers data from Novell servers and clients
- Recovers files even if the Vrepair utility fails to perform its task
- Recovers compressed files and folders
- Supports: Novell NetWare 3.1 and later versions

Stellar Phoenix
XFS Recovery
Professionally Recovers Your Data From Dead Disk
Advanced tool to recover your crucial data even from inaccessible hard disks.

Features
- Supports XFS (Extended File System)
- Advanced Recovery
- Deleted files Recovery
- Supports all version of Linux SUSE
Stellar Phoenix

Photo Recovery
Regain Lost Memories

This software is an ideal tool for recovering your memorable photos, music files, videos and any other multimedia files that were lost due to human error, formatting, system crash and the likes, without losing their original quality. The software is compatible with both Mac and Windows Operating Systems.

Features

- Recover ALL LOST or DELETED Photo, Video and Music Files
- It's Simple! Do-It-Yourself Recovery Tool
- Recover from all Cameras, Memory Cards, Hard Drives and Mobile Phones
- Preview Multimedia Files before Recovery
- Recover HD Video & Raw Images from SLR Camera
- Compatible with Windows 8 & former versions, Mac 10.8 Mountain Lion & former versions

Stellar Phoenix

CD DVD Data Recovery
Recover Your Lost Data From Optical Media

Professional CD DVD data recovery tool that recovers and restores inaccessible, lost & deleted data from CD, DVD, Blu - Ray Disc (BD) and HD DVD.

Features

- Recovers data from corrupt or damaged optical media
- Surface scan recovers from severely damaged optical media
- Recovers scratched, partially burnt, and warped discs
- Supports: Windows & Mac

Stellar Phoenix

iPod Recovery
Recover Your Lost Music

Effectively recovers every piece of valuable information on your iPod, from customized music collections to your favorite images, videos, movie clips, podcasts, etc.

Features

- Recovers lost, deleted or inaccessible iPod data
- Recovers files in case your iPod is reformatted or restored
- Designed to work with iPod Classic and iPod Shuffle
- Supports: Windows & Mac
Stellar Drive ToolBox

Personal Genie
for your Mac

Keep your Mac healthy with power packed maintenance and optimizing toolbox. Stellar Drive ToolBox is a set of 12 must have utilities to keep your Mac healthy.

Features

- Super speed for your Mac
- Optimize & Manage hard drive efficiently
- Maintain data Privacy and Security
- Improve your Hard Drive Performance
- Clones and Restore your drive
- Supports: 10.8 Mountain Lion, 10.7 Lion, 10.6 Snow Leopard, 10.5 Leopard, 10.4 Tiger

Special Features

**Speed Up**
A cleanup and optimizing tool that helps you improve system performance significantly by removing unwanted data & clutter in your Mac.

**Drive Defrag**
Improves your drive performance if you are experiencing slow system performance while writing large file or loading heavy file.

**Drive Clone**
Creates a mirror replica of your hard-drive. Also creates bootable backup images and restores in case your Mac hard drive crashes.

**Partition Manager**
Resize boot volume partition without any data loss and save lot of inconvenience caused due to data transfer.

**File Wipe**
Maintain privacy & security by securely erasing files. Wipe visit traces of internet browser and messenger.

**Volume Repair**
This module is a multi-purpose utility that is used to sort out file system related errors.

**Drive Initialize**
Initialize a new hard disk by formatting it either in HFS+ or FAT32 file system.

**Shield**
Module is pre-installed deleted file recovery utility that enables you to recover deleted files from Mac hard drive.

**Drive Performance**
Tool that enables you to assess the performance of your Mac hard drive and volume by running a speed test.

**Raw Data Editor**
Modify Mac volume by editing raw data in Mac hard drives or volumes.

**Drive stats**
This module provides the Mac drive status of the selected hard drive or the volume.

**Surface Scan**
This module is used to scan the Mac hard drive block-by-block for bad blocks.

**Data Encryptor**
Allows you to secure, protect sensitive files by encrypting them with a password.
**Stellar SpeedUp Mac**

**Give Rocket SPEED to Your Mac**

A tool that speeds up entire Mac system by removing unused files, widgets, plugins & applications. Improves Mac performance by deleting duplicate & cache files, unwanted language files and system junk.

**Features**
- Speeds up your slow system
- Frees up gigabytes of disk space
- Enhance Mac performance by removing system junk
- Clean your Mac by removing duplicate & unwanted language files
- Free version available
- Supports: 10.8 Mountain Lion, 10.7 Lion, 10.6 Snow Leopard, 10.5 Leopard, 10.4 Tiger

---

**Stellar Partition Manager**

**Effortlessly Organize Drive Partitions**

Manage your partitions in a safe and easy manner. You can also easily create, delete, resize, format & shift partitions.

**Features**
- Resize partition without data loss
- Start using external drives in minutes
- DIY Tool - save time & precious dollars
- Compatible with the latest Mac OS X Mountain Lion & former versions

---

**Stellar Drive Defrag**

**Make Your Drive Work Like New**

Optimize your system performance by cleaning up fragmented system or application files which lead to slowing down of your Mac.

**Features**
- Effectively defrags large & metadata files
- Works on single file & entire volume and drive
- Defrags drive by organizing distributed free space
- New Scan Engine now 30% faster
- Monitor Temperature of your drive
- Compatible with the latest Mac OS X Mountain Lion & former versions

---

**Stellar Drive Clone**

**Efficiently Clone Your Hard Drives And Volumes**

Efficiently clone your hard drives and volumes including the boot volume. Helpful tool when you are “Migrating” to a new Mac.

**Features**
- Creates block-by-block replica of hard drives
- Creates image of the complete drive
- Enables to restore a volume from its image or clone
- Creates a bootable DVD to clone boot volume
- Compatible with the latest Mac OS X Mountain Lion & former versions

---

**Stellar File Wipe**

**Completely Erase Your Confidential Data**

Maintain privacy & security by securely erasing files. Wipe the entire Internet browsing information completely from the hard drive.

**Features**
- Wipes specific files, folders, unused spaces, or entire hard drive
- Completely wipes the Internet browsing history
- Allows to schedule the wiping process
- Compatible with Mac OS X 10.7, 10.6, 10.5, and 10.4
Stellar Volume Repair
Efficiently Repairs Your Unmountable Volumes to Make it Usable

Advanced tool to effectively repair your unmountable volumes and makes them ready for use.

Features
- User friendly and secure software.
- Rebuilds damaged Mac OS directory
- Fixes a large number of volume errors
- Compatible with the latest Mac OS X Mountain Lion & former versions

Stellar Smart Finder
Successfully Searches Your Lost Files

A professional tool that helps you locate your missing or lost files in our mac based OS.

Features
- View graphical representation of drive and folders
- View drive and folders as detailed list.
- Easily detect large folders in the graphical map
- Compatible with the latest Mac OS X Mountain Lion & former versions

Stellar Phoenix File Maker Recovery
Advance Tool to Repair Your Corrupt FileMaker Database

Stellar FileMaker Recovery Software efficiently repairs the tables and the data from badly corrupt FileMaker database, without altering their original format.

Features
- Repair Tables from the corrupt FileMaker database
- Recovers and stores the image, audio and video files in a separate folder
- Recovers data from FileMaker Pro Advance 7.x -11.x versions
- Compatible with Mac OS X 10.5 and above
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Convert OST to PST

Restore your Corrupt OST

OST to PST Converter helps you to repair corrupt or damaged OST files and convert them into corresponding PST files.

Features

- Recovers e-mails, calendar entries, contacts, notes & journals
- Saves individual mail messages into EML or MSG format
- Preserves the formatting of the RTF and HTML messages
- Detailed log of all the recovered Outlook items

Stellar Phoenix

NSF to PST Converter

Migrate from Lotus Notes to MS Outlook

NSF to PST Converter helps in converting NSF files into PST file format, while migrating from Lotus Notes Server to MS Exchange Server.

Features

- Provides option to save converted mail items folder as MSG, PST or EML format
- Allows selective conversion of the Lotus Notes mailbox items
- Provides option to append the converted mail items into an existing PST file
- Supports: IBM Lotus Notes 8.5, 8.0.2, 7.0, 6.5, 6.0

Stellar Phoenix

MBOX to MS Outlook (PST) Converter

Efficient Tool To Convert Different Mailboxes to PST

Efficient tool that converts mails from Thunderbird, Opera, Mulberry Spicebird, Entourage, Pocomail, Eudora, and Mac Live, Seamonkey, Netscape Mail files to Outlook PST files.

Features

- User friendly and secure software
- Advanced Search Option for all Mailboxes
- Preview of mails before conversion
- Compatible with Windows 7, Vista, Server 2003, XP

Stellar Phoenix

Windows Live Mail to MS Outlook (PST) Converter

Convert Your Windows7 Mails to MS Outlook PST with Ease

A professional tool that safely converts different mailboxes in Windows Live Mail to individual PST files that can be imported into MS Outlook.

Features

- Converts user mailboxes in Windows Live Mail to PST file
- Selective conversion of mail folders to PST file
- Preview of mailbox items like Emails, and Attachments etc
- Compatible with Windows 7, Vista, Server 2003, XP, and 2000
Stellar Phoenix

EDB to PST Converter

A Professional EDB to PST Converter

EDB to PST converter that efficiently converts on-line as well as off-line MS Exchange database (EDB) files to equivalent Outlook Data files (PST).

Features

- Converts EDB to PST and extracts Mail Components with their original format
- Converts Offline and Online EDB files
- Advanced Scanning Engine to extract mailboxes faster
- Added support for PUB.EDB files
- Preview of all mail items in recovered mailboxes
- Save recovered mails as PST / MSG / EML file
- Convert any particular, multiple, or all the mailboxes of the Exchange Server

Stellar Phoenix

DBX to MS Outlook (PST) Converter

Advanced DBX to PST Converter

Advanced tool that helps you migrate easily from Microsoft Outlook Express (DBX) to Microsoft Outlook (PST) mail client.

Features

- User friendly and secure software
- Advanced Search Option for DBX Files
- Preview of mails before conversion
- Allows simultaneous conversion of DBX files
- Compatible with Windows 7, Vista, XP (32 bit)

Stellar Phoenix

DBX to Windows Live Mail Professional DBX to EML Converter

Advanced tool that helps you migrate easily from Microsoft Outlook Express to Windows Live Mail.

Features

- User friendly and secure software
- Advanced Search Option for DBX Files
- Preview of mails before conversion
- Maintains log of the conversion process
- Compatible with Windows 7, Vista, XP (32 bit)

Stellar Phoenix

Apple Mail to Outlook 2011 Converter

An Efficient Tool That Converts Apple Mail to ‘.RGE’ File of MS Outlook for Mac 2011

An Advanced Converter Tool that easily converts your Apple files to ‘.RGE’ file that can be imported into MS Outlook for Mac 2011.

Features

- Converts Apple Mail to Outlook 2011 file
- Simple and user-friendly interface
- Preserves folder hierarchy
- Saves the converted file at user-specified location
- Maintains log of the conversion process
- Compatible with Mac OSX 10.4 or above
Stellar Phoenix

**Stellar Mail Backup**

**Comprehensive Mail Backup Utility**

Stellar Mail Backup is a fast and secure tool to backup Microsoft Outlook data. This software allows you to create backup of multiple e-mail profiles configured on MS Outlook, Outlook Express or Windows Mail.

**Features**

- Allows creating backup on Logical, External or Network attached drives
- Provides option to schedule backup tasks
- Provides option to secure the backup file with password
- Designed for Outlook Express/MS Outlook 2010 (32 bits), 2007, 2002 and Windows Mail

Stellar Phoenix

**PST File Splitter**

**Manage Your PST Files Efficiently**

PST File Splitter efficiently splits or breaks large PST file into smaller parts, without affecting the format of the data in original PST file.

**Features**

- Provides option to split single and multiple files
- Allows splitting PST file on the basis of size, date and e-mail ID
- Provides option to automate splitting process by creating batch file
- Compatible with Windows 7, Vista, Server 2003, XP, and 2000

Stellar Phoenix

**Compact PST**

**Compress Your Over-Sized PST Files**

Stellar Compact PST is a tool that allows you to compact large sized PST files, without altering their original data.

**Features**

- Compacts both PST and OST files by extracting attachments
- Allows scheduling compacting of large PST files at the specified Date and Time
- Provides option to set automatic compacting of incoming and outgoing mails

Stellar Phoenix

**GroupWise to PST Converter**

**Efficiently Converts Novell GroupWise Mailbox Into MS Outlook PSTs**

A professional GroupWise to Outlook converter tool that enables you to export all emails, contacts, attachments, calendars & folders in GroupWise to Outlook PST files.

**Features**

- Supports conversion of mailbox(s) into inbox with single user
- Supports conversion of mailbox(s) into inbox with multiple users
- Supports conversion of Phone message into mails.
- Supports conversion of frequent contacts into contacts.
- Compatible with Windows 7, Vista, Server 2003, XP, and 2000

Stellar Phoenix

**Outlook Duplicate Remover**

**Enhance Your MS Outlook Performance**

Outlook Duplicate Remover is an immensely useful utility that improves the performance of your Outlook application by removing duplicate items from the Outlook mail folders.

**Features**

- Scans your selected mailboxes for duplicate emails and efficiently removes them
- Allows selection of multiple folders for detection of duplicate mails
- Scan duplicate mails on the basis of criteria such as text, subject, or sender name

Stellar Mail Backup

**Comprehensive Mail Backup Utility**

Stellar Mail Backup is a fast and secure tool to backup Microsoft Outlook data. This software allows you to create backup of multiple e-mail profiles configured on MS Outlook, Outlook Express or Windows Mail.

**Features**

- Allows creating backup on Logical, External or Network attached drives
- Provides option to schedule backup tasks
- Provides option to secure the backup file with password
- Designed for Outlook Express/MS Outlook 2010 (32 bits), 2007, 2002 and Windows Mail
Stellar Phoenix
Outlook PST Repair

Repair Your Corrupt Outlook PST File

A professional tool to repair and recover data from corrupt Outlook PST files.

Features
- Recovers all Outlook items including e-mails, calendar entries, contacts, notes
- Recovers deleted mails even if they are removed from 'Deleted Items' folder
- Recovers mails from encrypted PST files

Stellar Phoenix
Outlook Express Recovery

Repair Your Corrupt DBX File

An efficient mail recovery software that allows you to recover emails from corrupt DBX files. This tool recovers all Outlook Express items.

Features
- Provides option to repair single as well as multiple DBX files
- Saves individual repaired mails into DBX and EML format
- Provides option for selective recovery of mails
- Compatible with Windows 7, Vista, Server 2003, XP, and 2000

Stellar Phoenix
Lotus Notes Recovery

Restore Your Lotus Notes Component

An efficient mail recovery tool that successfully recovers data from damaged NSF files.

Features
- Recovers Java applets, OLE objects, emails, attachments etc
- Save the repair NSF file at any location, on host computer (including network attached drives)
- Compatible with Windows 7, Vista, Server 2003, XP, 2000, & NT (SP6)

Stellar Phoenix
Deleted Mail Recovery

A Deleted Mail Recovery Tool

A mail recovery tool that helps you recover deleted emails from MS Outlook and Outlook Express email clients.

Features
- Provides option to save recovered data in PST, DBX, EML or MSG format
- Recovers password protected and encrypted PST files
- Repair and recover DBX files from hard drives, Zip disks, CD ROMs, and floppy disks
- Compatible with Windows 7, Vista, Server 2003, XP, and 2000

Stellar Phoenix
Mail Recovery

Recover Your Comprehensive Mails From Mail Clients

An easy to use email recovery software that allows you to recover deleted e-mails and attachments from Thunderbird, 'The Bat', 'IncrediMail', and 'Pegasus Mail' email clients.

Features
- Recovers mails and attachments from corrupt .TBB, IMM, .PMM and 'Thunderbird' files
- Allows saving recovered 'Pegasus Mail' in '.MBX', '.EML' formats and other mail clients
- Recovers accidentally deleted e-mails in single attempt
- Compatible with Windows 7, Vista, Server 2003, XP, and 2000
Stellar Phoenix
Mailbox Exchange Recovery

Recover Your Corrupt EDB Files

An email recovery software that recovers e-mails and other Outlook objects from corrupt or inaccessible EDB files.

Features
- Quick and Extensive scan mode for faster recovery
- Recovers accidentally deleted mailboxes
- Allows recovery of Unicode-formatted EDB files
- 30% faster saving process
- Supports: MS Exchange 2010 & MS Office (64 bit)

Stellar Phoenix
Exchange BKF Recovery

Recover Your Corrupt BKF Files

An email recovery software that efficiently repairs and recovers data from corrupt Exchange BKF files.

Features
- Recovers EDB, STM and LOG files from corrupt BKF file
- Recovers data from large sized BKF files
- Saves scanned information that can be used to recover data at any required time
- Supports Windows 2000, XP, 2003 backup utilities

Stellar Phoenix
Zarafa Recovery

Recover Your Corrupt Zarafa Files

An easy to use email recovery software that recovers mail items from corrupt Zarafa server databases.

Features
- Repairs severely corrupt Zarafa database
- Recovers all mailbox items, including e-mails, notes, contacts, calendars etc
- Saves repaired data as the original format
- Compatible with Windows 7, Vista and XP

Stellar Phoenix
Entourage Recovery

Recover Your Corrupt Entourage Files

A powerful mail recovery software that recovers data from corrupt RGE files.

Features
- Recovers all Entourage items including emails, tasks, notes, contacts, journals etc
- Preview Entourage data before saving
- Displays counter of all the recovered items
- Compatible with Mac OS X 10.7 Lion & former versions

Stellar Phoenix
OLM Repair

Repair Your Corrupt Outlook Backup Files

Powerful OLM file recovery software that helps Mac Users to repair their corrupt or damaged Outlook Backup file (.OLM) & restores the inaccessible mailboxes contained in it.

Features
- Restores inaccessible Outlook mailboxes
- Previews recoverable mail objects of Outlook Mac 2011
- Compatible with Mac OS X 10.5.8 and above
Stellar Phoenix

SQL Database Recovery

Get Back Your Corrupt SQL database

Repair corrupt or damaged Microsoft SQL Server database and recover its objects. The software provides preview of all the recoverable database components before actual recovery.

Features

- Improved support for SQL Server 2008 R2
- Restores Tables, Indexes, Reports, Rules, Stored Procedures, Triggers, Collations etc
- Facilitates selective recovery of specific tables from a huge database
- Allows saving queries of objects in a text file

Stellar Phoenix

SharePoint Server Recovery

Get Back Your Corrupt SharePoint Content

A SharePoint Database repair utility that repairs and restores content of the SharePoint Server database versions - 2010 and 2007. Comes with an option to recover entire database or any specific document.

Features

- Repairs the MDF files created for the SharePoint Servers.
- Restores all types of uploaded documents
- Provides option to attach the repaired MDF file to the source SharePoint Server

Stellar Phoenix

Project Server Recovery

Get Back Your Corrupt Project Server Content

Designed to help organizations repair and rebuild their damaged or inaccessible Project Server databases. The software is immensely powerful in dealing with almost all erroneous conditions of project server corruption.

Features

- ‘Complete Repair’ option to repair and recover all Project Server databases
- ‘Document Recovery’ option to recover any specific document
- Repairs corrupt projects and recover their content, absolutely intact

Stellar Phoenix

SQL Anywhere Repair

Get Back Your Corrupt SQL Anywhere

Professional software that repairs corrupt database (*.db) files of SQL Anywhere Server.

Features

- Repairs tables, table properties, views, indexes, triggers, keys
- Searches for '.db' files in the selected drive
- Easy-to-use and customizable interface
- Shows preview of recoverable objects in the database
- Supports SQL Anywhere version 9.x, 10.x, 11.x, and 12.x

Stellar Phoenix

MySQL Database Recovery

Get Back Your Corrupt MySQL database

A MySQL database repair software to repair corrupt database and restore all your inaccessible data. Developed with advanced techniques to repair MySQL databases, created in MySQL versions - 6.x, 5.x, 4.x and 3.x.

Features

- Restores Tables, Triggers, Views (In the form of queries), Relations etc.
- Recovery from MyISAM (.myd, .myi and .frm) and InnoDB (.ibdata, .ibd and .frm) database files.
- Supports repairing of the damaged MySQL tables, created in Linux operating systems
Stellar Phoenix
Access Recovery
Repair Your Corrupt Access Database
Repairs corrupt Microsoft Access (.mdb, .accdb) files and recover all inaccessible database components by using non-destructive scanning algorithm.

Features
- Repairs the corrupt Access database and restores the data in a fresh new MDB file
- Recovers Tables, Forms, Reports, Macros, Queries, & Modules
- Recovers modules, & linked table along with the main Table
- Provides preview of all the recoverable database objects
Compatible with Windows 7, Vista, Server 2003, XP, and 2000

Stellar Phoenix
Oracle Recovery
Get Back Your Corrupt Oracle Database
A reliable Oracle database recovery software to recover precious database objects from corrupt or inaccessible Oracle database. Specially designed to work on Oracle 11g, 10g, 9i versions and is compatible with - Windows 7, Vista, 2008, XP, 2003, 2000.

Features
- Repairs corrupt database and restores Tables, Indexes, Roles, Schema etc.
- Shows preview of the recoverable objects, before recovery
- Provides options for selective recovery

Stellar Phoenix
DB2 Recovery
Get Back Your Corrupt DB2 Database
A DB2 recovery software that employs high end scanning mechanisms to repair corrupt DB2 database and save the recoverable components at DB2 recovery software that employs high end scanning mechanisms to repair corrupt DB2 Database and save recoverable components at a desired location. Built with highly Graphic User Interface, the software is self-explanatory and easy to use.

Features
- Repairs corrupt DB2 and recovers database objects.
- Allows manual as well as automatic DB2 database selection
- Shows preview of all the repairable DB2 database components

Stellar Phoenix
DBF Recovery
Get Back Your Corrupt DBF Database
A DBF database repair software that helps in repairing corrupt or damaged DBF files and recovers inaccessible corresponding database objects back. The software supports dBase III, dBase IV, dBase V and Microsoft Visual FoxPro (Versions - 6.0, 7.0, 8.0 and 9.0.).

Features
- Instantly repairs and recovers corrupt DBF files.
- Recovers database objects, including table name & data types of all columns
- Restores your repaired DBF file at the desired location

Stellar Phoenix
Repair for Interbase
Repair for Interbase Database
Efficient tool that repairs corrupt Interbase database (.IB) files and restores all the database objects to a newly created blank database.

Features
- Recovers tables, views, indexes, keys, constraints
- Saves queries of indices and views in '.txt' files
- Restores Blob data to a separate folder
- Lucid and interactive user interface
- Compatible with Windows Vista, Windows 7, XP
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repair Your Corrupt Excel Files</th>
<th>Repair Your Corrupt Word Files</th>
<th>Repair Your Corrupt PowerPoint Files</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stellar Phoenix Excel Repair</strong></td>
<td><strong>Stellar Phoenix Word Repair</strong></td>
<td><strong>Stellar Phoenix PowerPoint Repair</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repair damaged or corrupt Excel workbooks (both XLS and XLSX) by restoring all objects.</td>
<td>Repairs damaged or corrupt MS Word files (both DOC and DOCX) by restoring all objects.</td>
<td>Repairs damaged or corrupt PowerPoint presentations (both PPT and PPTX) by restoring all objects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Features</strong></td>
<td><strong>Features</strong></td>
<td><strong>Features</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Restores clip arts, numbers, tables, chart sheet, charts, formulas etc. of corrupt Excel files</td>
<td>- Preserves formatting of the recoverable file such as font, headers or footers, images etc.</td>
<td>- Retains original formatting of the PPT file, such as headers/footers, color, charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Enables recovery of multiple damaged .MS Excel files</td>
<td>- Option to ‘Select’ and ‘Search’ corrupt MS Word file, if its location is forgotten</td>
<td>- Repairs all corrupt or damaged MS PowerPoint files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Retrains the original formatting of the file</td>
<td>- Three different Preview options - Full Document, Filtered Document, and ‘Raw Format’</td>
<td>- Powerful feature of Raw Recovery of selected files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Compatible with Windows &amp; Mac</td>
<td></td>
<td>- Advanced features to repair office 2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repair Your Corrupt BKF Files</th>
<th>Repair Your Corrupt ZIP Files</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stellar Phoenix BKF Repair</strong></td>
<td><strong>Stellar Phoenix ZIP Repair</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repair damaged or corrupt BKF files created by using NT Backup utility.</td>
<td>Repairs damaged or inaccessible ZIP files created in WinZip 5.0 to 12.1 versions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Features</strong></td>
<td><strong>Features</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Repairs corrupt BKF files created in Windows NT</td>
<td>- Repairs corrupt ZIP files from any situation file corruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Backup and Backup Exec by Veritas Software</td>
<td>- Supports ZIP repair of damaged ZIP file up to 800 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- User-friendly option to select a BKF file search</td>
<td>- Searches for the ZIP file in the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Saves the scanned information in .DAT file</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stellar Phoenix
**PDF Repair**
Recover Your Corrupt PDF Files
Effective recovery Software that repairs corrupt or damaged PDF files without changing their original formatting.

**Features**
- Restores all forms, & exact page format
- Removes various restrictions applied to PDF file
- Extracts images from working PDF files
- Supports: Windows & Mac

Stellar Phoenix
**JPEG Repair**
Recover Your Corrupt JPEG Files
Repairs damaged or corrupt image files having JPEG or JPG file extension.

**Features**
- Repairs corrupt or damaged JPEG images
- Enables ‘Selective Recovery’ of particular JPEG images.
- Extract thumbnails of JPEG images
- Repairs unreadable images from memory cards
- Supports: Windows & Mac

Stellar Phoenix
**PSD Repair**
Recover Your Corrupt PSD Files
Repairs corrupt or damaged Photoshop file with all its layers’ properties.

**Features**
- Restores all original properties of each layer
- Recovers various color palettes such as RGB, CMYK, INDEX, Duotone, and GRAY
- Performs smooth PSD repair and saves as bitmap image

Stellar Phoenix
**MOV Repair**
Repair Your Corrupt MOV Files with Ease
Professional MOV Repair tool that repairs broken or damaged MOV files unplayable by Quick-Time and other applications used to run the multimedia files.

**Features**
- Safely Repairs corrupt MOV files
- Provides preview before as well as after repair
- Simultaneous repair of multiple MOV files
- Saves repaired MOV to a user-specified location
- Compatible with Mac OX 10.5 and above

Stellar Phoenix
**QuickBooks Repair**
Recover Your Corrupt QuickBooks files
Repairs corrupt or damaged QuickBooks files in all cases of corruption or inaccessibility of QuickBooks data.

**Features**
- Repairs QuickBooks files and recovers important financial information
- Supports seven country editions US, UK, Germany, Canada, New Zealand, South Africa and Australia
- Option to ‘Select’ or ‘Search’ a particular QBW file
Stellar

**PDF to Image Converter**

Efficient Tool for Converting PDF Pages to Various Image File Formats.

Stellar’s PDF to image converter converts a complete PDF file into a set of image files.

**Features**
- Converts PDF files into various image formats like JPEG, BMP, PNG etc.
- Displays preview of converted image in the interface
- Allows changing Output settings for converted images
- Compatible with Windows & Mac

---

Stellar

**PSD to Image Converter**

Efficiently Converts PSD to Image File Without Losing Quality

A simple & DIY tool to convert your PSD files to other image formats without compromising the quality of image.

**Features**
- Converts PSD Photoshop files to image formats like JPEG, BMP, PNG, TIFF, GIF, MNG, TGA.
- Provides option to apply output settings for the converted image
- Shows preview of the converted image.
- Compatible with Windows7, Vista, XP

---

Stellar

**Audio Video Converter**

Successfully Converts Your Audio & Video File to Other Available Formats.

Advanced tool to successfully convert your audio & video file formats to all major available file formats.

**Features**
- Converts audio to audio
- Converts video to video
- Converts video to MP3
- Rips audio CD
- Compatible with Windows7, Vista, XP
Stellar Phoenix
Office Password Recovery
Get Back Your
Lost MS Office Passwords

A package tool that helps you recover your lost or forgotten password(s) of MS Office files - Word, Excel & PowerPoint.

Features
- Recovers password ‘To Open’ and ‘To Modify’ for any MS Office document
- Employs Advanced technique ‘Brute Force Attack’ for guaranteed recovery
- Exclusive ‘Dictionary’ feature that stores all previously recovered passwords for quick recovery
- Incorporates fast and efficient algorithms to recover password accurately

Stellar Excel Password Recovery
Get Back Your Lost Excel Password

Stellar Word Password Recovery
Get Back Your Lost Word Password

Stellar PowerPoint Password Recovery
Get Back Your Lost PowerPoint Password

Stellar Access Password Recovery
Get Back Your Lost Access Password
Stellar Phoenix
Windows Password Recovery

Get Back Your Lost Windows Password

Stellar phoenix utility that helps you to reset your lost or forgotten windows password.

Features

- Allows you to set a new password of your choice
- Self-descriptive and rich graphical user interface
- Comes equipped with read-only and non-destructive conduct
- 'Live Update' feature to update your software version with the latest definitions available
- Available in desktop & server edition
- Compatible with Windows 7, Vista, Server 2003, XP & 2000

Stellar Phoenix
RAR Password Recovery

Get Back Your Lost RAR Password

Stellar Phoenix utility that helps you to recover your lost or forgotten RAR archive password.

Stellar Phoenix
ZIP Password Recovery

Get Back Your Lost ZIP Password

Stellar Phoenix utility that helps you to recover your lost or forgotten ZIP archive password.

Stellar Phoenix
Outlook Password Recovery

Get Back Your Lost Outlook Password

Stellar Phoenix utility that helps you to recover your lost or forgotten Outlook password.

Stellar Phoenix
PDF Password Recovery

Get Back Your Lost PDF Password

Stellar Phoenix utility that helps you to recover your lost or forgotten PDF password.

Stellar Phoenix
Messenger Password Recovery

Get Back Your Lost Messenger Password

Stellar Phoenix utility that helps you to recover your lost or forgotten Messenger password.
Stellar
Smart Personal Doctor for Your Hard Disk

Features
- Checks the overall performance of hard drive
- Monitor smart like temperature & warns in case it exceeds the limit.
- Scans the existing directory of Selected Volume for any Bad block or any errors,

Insta Backup Gold
Safeguard for Your Precious Data
Complete backup software that helps you to take backup of your confidential data. The software creates a backup image that can be easily restored to a desired destination in your system.

Features
- Performs backup of files, folders, mails, volumes & hard drives
- Adds a 'Stellar Secure Zone' for safely storing backup files
- Comes with Rescue Disk feature for emergency booting

Stellar Phoenix
File Wipe
Permanent File Erasure from Your System
A reliable file eraser software that helps wiping selected files from your hard drive, eliminating any chance of recovery.

Features
- Selectively erases files, application/system traces, emails, & slack spaces
- Allows wiping a group of selected files in a single go
- Allows you to perform the wiping operation at a particular instance of time
- Compatible with Windows 7, Vista, Server 2003, XP & 2000
Stellar Phoenix
SQL Backup Repair
Repairs Your Corrupt MSSQL Database Backup File Easily
A professional tool to repair your corrupt MSSQL database backup file after almost all cases of corruption

Features
- Designed to repair corrupted MSSQL database backup files
- Restores database from repaired backup files

Stellar GroupWise to Exchange Migrator
Easily Migrate Your Groupwise Mailbox to MS Exchange
Efficient tool that helps you to migrate single and multiple Groupwise user mailbox to exchange server directly

Features
- Designed to migrate single and multiple Groupwise user mailbox to exchange server directly
- Easily migrate Groupwise data to PST, MSG or EML
- Migrate mailbox folder to inbox folder
- Supports MS outlook: 2003, 2007 and 2010(32 bit)
- Supports conversion to exchange server (2007 & 2010)

Stellar Notes to Exchange Migrator 1.0
Migrate Easily From Your Domino Server to Exchange
Professional tool to migrate single and multiple domino server user mailbox to exchange server directly

Features
- Migrates single and multiple domino server user mailbox to exchange server directly
- Migrate domino server data to PST, MSG or EML
- Migrates lotus notes mails, calendars, contacts, ToDos, journals etc items
- Supports conversion to exchange server (2007 & 2010) only
- Supports MS Outlook: 2003, 2007 and 2010(32 bit)
- Supports lotus notes 6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 8.0 & 8.5

Stellar Phoenix
Exchange Server Backup 1.0
Efficiently Backup Your Exchange Server
Professional tool to back up your exchange server with an option to back up a single mailbox or a full EDB (exchange database) file.

Features
- Support for exchange 2010, 2007 and 2003
- Backup on local drive
- Backup on external drive
- Backup on network
- Backup on FTP server
- Restoration of backup
- Scheduler to perform task

Coming Soon
Since 1993, Stellar is a customer oriented data recovery solution provider bringing back smiles after critical data loss situations. With a strong presence in USA, Europe and Asia; today we are nearing 2 million happy customers spread across 170 countries. Our customers include large corporate giants as well as individual users.

Our mission is to keep developing powerful, advanced, yet simple tools for data & password recovery, repair, maintenance, erasure and secure backups. Our services division in Asia and Europe ensure fast, efficient & secure data recovery (upto 100%) from severely crashed hard drives or damaged storage devices within shortest turnaround time. Our dedicated team of highly experienced R & D engineers work on innovative technologies to meet evolving industry challenges.

We understand the importance of your data and need for a quick & secure recovery. Our Phoenix Data Recovery tools are equipped to recover and repair inaccessible files, photos, databases, emails and videos. Our Data Safety & Erasure tools help you secure your information and wipe confidential files, preventing data leakage.

We offer industry’s widest range of Data recovery tools that are powerful to handle recovery from almost all platforms, databases, servers, external and internal storage devices. We also provide customised time bound data recovery solutions in Asia and Europe. We have state of the art labs where our experienced data recovery experts restore data from damaged storage media. We understand your time sensitive needs and provide priority and emergency data recovery services.